Introduction
In this chapter, the analysis suggests that Northern Irish terrorists are not visible on Web search engines when net users employ conventional Internet search techniques. Editors of mass media organisations traditionally have had the ability to decide whether a terrorist atrocity is 'newsworthy,' controlling the 'oxygen' supply that sustains all forms of terrorism. This process, also known as 'gatekeeping ,' is often influenced by the norms of social responsibility, or alternatively, with regard to the interests of the advertisers and corporate sponsors that sustain mass media organisations. The analysis presented in this chapter suggests that Internet search engines can also be characterised as 'gatekeepers ,' albeit without the ability to shape the content of Websites before it reaches net users. Instead, Internet search engines give priority retrieval to certain Websites within their directory , pointing net users towards these Websites rather than others on the Internet. Net users are more likely to click on links to the more 'visible' Websites on Internet search engine directories , these sites invariably being the highest 'ranked' in response to a particular search query . A number of factors including the design of the Website and the number of links to external sites determine the 'visibility' of a Website on Internet search engines. The study suggests that Northern Irish terrorists and their sympathisers are unlikely to achieve a greater degree of 'visibility' online than they enjoy in the conventional mass media through the perpetration of atrocities. Although these groups may have a greater degree of freedom on the Internet to publicise their ideologies, they are still likely to be speaking to the converted or members of the press. Although it is easier to locate Northern Irish terrorist organisations on Internet search engines by linking in via ideology, ideological description searches, such as 'Irish Republican' and 'Ulster Loyalist,' are more likely to generate links pointing towards the sites of research institutes and independent media organisations than sites sympathetic to Northern Irish terrorist organisations. The chapter argues that Northern Irish terrorists are only visible on search engines if net users select the correct search terms. (Hindman et al. 2003: 29) . Theoretically, all sub-state political actors have equal access to the rapid low-cost communication offered by information and communication technologies, allowing them to network with like-minded actors and transmit their common values to a potential global audience. However, the 'cyber-optimist' model fails to recognise the critical role played by Internet search engines in the retrieval of information on the Internet. In theory, the Websites of groups and individuals that exist out with the political mainstream should be as accessible as any other page on the Internet (p. 4). Furthermore, Siebert's four media models [authoritarian, libertarian, social responsibility, and soviet respectively] appear to be incompatible with computer-mediated communication, as all net users are able to choose their own 'frames' for the relatively low cost of maintaining a Website. Consequently, the Internet is awash with Webmasters who behave like "primary definers" in the conventional mass media, using their Websites to issue supposedly authoritative statements on contentious issues such as terrorism (Negrine 1994: 127 ). Yet, sub-state political actors, such as terrorists, many of whom feel marginalised in the conventional mass media, do not achieve a greater degree of recognition or legitimacy simply through maintaining a Website. Although terrorists can manipulate mass media coverage of their atrocities to wage psychological warfare against a target audience, they are unable to compel this audience to visit their Websites. This is because net users invariably use information and communication technologies to pursue their own private purposes (Margolis and Resnick 2000: 96) . "Secondary definers," such as editors that amplify the threat of terrorism in the news media, are unable to direct net users towards the Websites of terrorists and their sympathisers. Instead, net users turn to search engines, such as Google , to locate information online that is relevant to their private interests.
